
Errata
The following section contains official changes to rules text and cards.

Rules RefeRence
On Page 10, under “Equipping Gear,” the second to last bullet 
should read:

•	 During the quest stage, a hero cannot unequip a gear card that is 
depleted. A hero cannot unequip a gear card that…”

On Page 10, under “Legendary Gear,” add the following bullet:

•	 If a hero unequips or discards a legendary gear card, instead of 
that card being placed in the discard pile, it is returned to its 
corresponding supply of legendary gear cards.

Quests
In the “Lost in the Dark” delve quest, add the following to the red 
peril effect:

“For the rest of the quest, heroes cannot recover .”

Frequently Asked Questions
The following section answers frequently asked questions.

GeneRal
Q: Can a hero increase his gear capacity above four?

A: No.

Q: Does the party travel to the starting location?

A: Yes. For example, if “Sleeping Warren” is the starting location, 
players spawn its enemies as normal and then resolve its effect.

Q: If a nemesis effect causes a hero to suffer a number of , can 
 icons reduce the amount of  suffered?

A: No.

DunGeon caRDs
Q: When resolving the “Elfcap Fungus” effect, what happens 
when a hero rolls the  icon?

A: He suffers 2. He only resolves the effect of performing an 
additional action if he rolls a result that contains a  icon.

Q: When the “Warpstone” is added to the dungeon deck, how 
many total cards are shuffled together?

A: Four. The top three cards of the dungeon deck are shuffled 
together with the “Warpstone,” and these cards are placed on top of 
the dungeon deck.

GeaR caRDs
Q: If a hero has the “Night Cloak” equipped, can he choose to 
receive a condition in order to apply certain component effects, 
such as the dungeon cards “Flies of Nurgle” or “Bloodlust of 
Khorne?”

A: No.

Q: Can a hero choose to discard a “Legendary Fortune” card so 
that another hero could claim it from the discard pile?

A: No.
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